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today's game is not much, but there is a game of the Lakers naturally highlights. Following yesterday Nowitzki scored a breakthrough
2700 points, today it was the turn of Kobe ushered in its own milestone, the audience 18 10, high hit rate, the key moment of the 2 + 1
not only helped the Lakers opened the score to stabilize the situation, also let his career total score to 32000 points, becoming the
Shi Shangdi four made such achievements of players. At the same time, the game is also Nick · Yang this season, the first battle of
the comeback. But the best match in the picture is Geoff · Teague gliding dunk. DimitrisDrakos: just watching the game look
surprised, Teague unexpectedly staged so far dunk, his physical quality is too strong, yesterday Jeff Green also super far gliding
dunk, is not named Jeff are so cruel? ZK-Kobe-MJ: Teague: not only Green's brother, brother and brother-in-law, brother-in-law is not
glidesheshiro: Josh: brother, don't do that, .GDP: cancer is very difficult for you to win two of Kobe's Lakers < p > snow falls the world
of mortals: no mileage sad today Bryant's offensive choice really good played very well so the Lakers should win 76 people the!!! Sun
Zhi: what time is the next hit eastern team? and Maddie also let the fans watching the scene from the memories of the year.
slamballer: also posted an eagle period data, can not bear to look... slamballer: after Cook decided after Maddie and the Lakers
courtside ticket reimbursement accompanied by car travel... Finally before < p > to end game losing streak of the Knicks today
against the Bucks lost again, it seems that Jason Kidd in a year old fish against the second grade of this battle is very fierce. Nicks if
you go into the black triangle on the road, I am afraid to lose only "triangle". wangll86: Kidd said, "old fish, you're a rookie .": I rob
Morey Kidd: I have a letter elder brother, this is the key to woaipiersi: do not attack victory over the fish... < p > and west end of a
pelican against the king of game is also known as the University of Kentucky two generations of orthodox inside Anthony & middot;
Davis and DeMarcus & middot; Xin Si between showdown. 2 blocks with but the two 28 points and nine rebounds and three blocked
shots VS24 plate 17 is data can also see that competition intense. In the end, the pelican 106-100 win away from home. The two
match in the ground combat also let users recall that Malone and Rodman's.. LF: do black hat cousin, I'll call the police! My cousin
hand is obviously good supporting eyebrows! Wang Dengge: true love is iron cousin eyebrows..... Nate: Wallace: You bad bad> his
brother
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